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November 2nd, Mexico City – a band of shadowy figures emerges to the centre 
stage. Sweet melody and percussions burst forth, marking the arrival 

of the dead souls.

The Day of the Dead (Dia de los Muertos) is here; the last day of the All 
Hallowtide season. It’s a day of remembrance, but also of celebrations. 

The locals do not dwell in sorrow, instead they make music to melodically wake 
the spirits of the dead. 

In the centre of this great festival the mysterious 4 members of the 
Magical Money Mariachi band work their enchanted songs... 

ReelPlay proudly present Money Mariachi Infinity Reels™, 
our first bonus round collectable slot!

Trigger the Level-Up Respins feature with 3 Shrine symbols. Each instrument 
strengthens the Shrines by adding more souls into them. The Guitar grows, the 

Trumpet freezes respins in place, the Violin boosts the prizes, and the 
Beautiful hymn charms. 

With Infinity Reels™ there’s infinite possibilities! Imagine Prizes levelling up per 
Shrine and Special symbols across expanding reels requiring multiple screens to 

fit. The cherry on top is the Infinity Bonus paying 888x your bet!

Join ReelPlay in Money Mariachi Infinity Reels™ where the Magical Money 
Mariachi band grant you ever increasing prizes across an extending reel set; and 

Respins with infinite possibilities!
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€ 40.00 € 0.20

MAX EXPOSURE:

MAX BET: MIN BET:

 € € 250,000

FEATURES

Infinity Reels with Infinity Bonus of 
888x when 12 or more reels added

3 Shrine Symbols trigger Level Up Respins

When a Shrine symbol levels up, there is also 
a chance it transforms in to one of 4 special 
symbols

Special symbols remain for the feature

Grower - levels up on every respin (no skulls 
required)

Freezer - the number of respins remaining is frozen 
for 3 respins (if extra Shrine symbols appear while 
a Freezer is active, the respins remaining are still 
increased back up to 3)

Booster - levels up all Shrine/Special symbols 
currently on the reels

Charmer - reduces the number of skulls required to 
level up Shrine/Special symbols by 1, and enhances 
all Grower symbols

Charmers enhance Growers by adding an extra 
level up to each Grower on each respin. For 
example, when 1 Charmer is on the reels, all 
Growers will level up twice on each respin. When 2 
Charmers are on the reels, all Growers will level up 
3 times on each respin

The triggering spin will have 
from 6 to 15 reels and the Infinity 
Bonus may be triggered from the 
triggering spin

TECHNICAL DATA

MOBILE TABLET DESKTOP

RTP: RTP WITH BUY FEATURE: 97.06%

LANGUAGES: 

Base Game = 980.95 x total bet

with Bonus = 50,000 x total bet 

96.24%

All languages / currencies supported by your platform

VERY HIGH VOLATILITY

888x Total Bet (Infinity Bonus)

VOLATILITY:

TOP AWARD:

AVAILABLE ON:

FREE ROUNDS AVAILABLE

MAX WIN:

MAX WIN: 
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PAYTABLE

GUITAR substitutes
for all symbols
except SHRINE

LevelUp Respins
are triggered

when 3 or more
Shrine appear
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Respins feature on Infinity Reels™

Ever increasing Prizes during Level-Up 
Respins; with various special collectable 
symbols to increase the prizes in 
different ways

Win up to 888x your Total Bet in the 
Infinity Bonus 

Charming art style inspired by authentic 
culture references 

Max Win of up to 50,000x your Total 
Bet 

Engaging gameplay with central 
American themes 

Charming characters of the Mariachi 
Band

Players who like ever increasing big 
prizes 

Players who are comfortable with 
innovation within games and prizes 

Targeting players who enjoy:

AUDIENCEKEY SELLING POINTS

MARKETING TO PLAYERS

PROMO TEXT

Win up to 50,000x 

Big Potential in Respins bonus – 
collectables Level-Up Prizes across 

Infinity Reels™! 

Follow the music and see the souls bless the 
Shrines with amazing Riches!

Journey to Mexico City on its 
biggest festival of the year!

Win up to 888x total bet in the 
Infinity Bonus!

Marvel in the Souls moving magical melody!

Feel the vibrant culture of 
Día de los Muertos!



The information contained herein is provided solely in relation to the development and supply of Interactive Wagering Games by ReelPlay Pty Ltd to the recipient, thus is confidential and not to be 
redistributed without the consent of ReelPlay Pty Ltd.
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CONCEPT ART


